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the juciicial review of performance evaluations, in
tnv event further than United States law. where
courts hate been reluctant to conduct reviervs in this
are:r other than from the standpoints of malice, bad
fairh, manifest abuse of discretion, or arbitrary or
unlawf ul action:

In matters of scholarship, the schools are uniquely quali-
fied by training and expertise to judge the qualifications
of a student, and efficiency of instruction depends in no
small degree upon the school faculty's freedom from
interference from other non-educational tribunals. (Con-
elly vs. University of Vermont, 244 F. Supp. i56 [D. Vt.
1e6sl)

One can only hope that this trust by the judicial
system in pedagology is well justified.

See a/so: Academic Freedom; Access to Higher Learning;
Academic Labor Marketsl Faculty Recruitment,
Promotion. and Tenure; Accreditation; Institutional
AutonomY
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Linguistics and Rhetorical Studies
Linguistic and rhetorical studies of disciplinary lan-
guage begin, but do not end, with the observation
that the primary product of most disciplines, and a
secondary product of all, are published texts which
are taken to constitute the knowledge of the disci-
plines. The study of the language and rhetorical
action of these texts helps us understand both the
process and product of disciplinary work. Identifying
differing patterns of language production, use, and
form among various disciplines also helps us under-
stand the differences of activity and accomplishment
among the disciplines. Several practical consider-
ations further support the general reflexive curiosity
about disciplinary language: if we understand more
about the kinds of language used in disciplines and
how those languages are used, we can use them more
effectively as individuals and as members of the
disciptinary groups; we can prepare students better to
communicate within their fields; and we can provide
guidance for editors and others with influence in
shaping the communication system. Finally, by
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^rnreXti 
however. that context imbeds a long insti-

iuiionut history which de!1e.s the local point of action

"-"a sets the terms in which the action is realized.

ilis overall analvsis of how each rhetorical moment
i.'embedded within the evolving discourse system of a

Jiscipline provides a basis for identifying the current
lims and resources of language in a discipline. It
Inrbles us to understand the particular features of
irnnure. and other symbols. how the relevant dis-

.orit.lt produced, how it is maintained' and what is

iccompliihed through its employment. Nonethel.ess.

more limited issues of language use wlthln varlous

Jisciplines have from time to time received explicit
,rrerition. because of immediately perceived prob-

lems or difficulties within the discourse.

3. Particular Disciplinary Concerns

Currently a number of disciplines have entered into
rhetorical self'examination organized around issues

ind concepts of particular interest to each. Such

,or.ntt of self-examination indicate dynamics of
chanse that can lead to major restructuring of the

disco-urse field. The focus is oflen on particular fea-

tures of standard textual genres which are seen as

inadequate or problematic in some sense-a Par-
dcular way of rvriting or speaking is perceived as an
immediat6 irritant. Underiying such discomforts with
textual form, one may detect significant issues about
the organization of the discipline and its work.

In anthrooologv. the current debate over the genre
of ethnoeraohv-ii reallv a debate about the entire
social politi6ning of anihropological discourse: who
speakJ for whoir before whicli forums for. which
oumoses? Such ouestioning evokes a re-examination
bf ihe sociopoliiical origi-ns and regularization of
anthropology as a discourse field of professionals in
a dominaniculture reporting back to the intellectual
and politicat elites on the character of subordinate
cultuies. Anthropology is today seeking new way-s of
carrying out its task of cultural representation' free
of the -patterns of cultural domination in authors,
audiences, and subjects (Clifford and Marcus 1986,
Geertz 1988).

Similarly. gender studies have begun to examine
the extent'to which alt disciplinary discourses embed
gender assumptions which may appe,ar questionable.
and have begun to offer proposals about new modes
of discipliniry discourse that either eliminate or
rearrange such assumptions (Bradley 1987)-

In economics. an attempt to demonstrate that com-
plex arguments are buried beneath an apparently
uncontentious statistical demonstration is motivated

sists only of technical description and prediction of
idealized economic systems.

History has undergone a number of rhetorical self-
examinaiions, stemming from such issues as the
refl ection of political ideology in historical narratives,
the cultural embeddedness of historical accounts ver-
sus the possibilities of transcultural scientific history,
the inevitable specificity of historical evidence versus
the possibilities of determining larger generaliz-
ations, and most recently and fundamentally the
reliance.of history on the constructs of language for
both primary historical data and secondary historical
accounts. All these are questions about what kinds
of stories historians should tell, and what are the
meaninss and functions of these stories both within
the proiession and within the encompassing culture.

Rhetorical reflexivity in psychology, sociology,
political science, philosophy, literary studies,.and
bther fields is siniilarly framed within local disci-
plinary concerns and concepts, although each set of
issues'can also be placed within a more fundamental
systemic context.

4. Implications for Practice

The practical importance of rhetorical and linguistic
studies of disciplines, however, extends beyond pro-
viding a conteit for addressing immediately salient
problems of textual form brought to light by disci-
plinary issues. By making possible an.overall.grasp
bf didciplinary discourse systems, rhetorical and
linguistii studies offer an insight into the constitution
of ihe disciplines, enabling fu-ndamental choices (and
accidents) imbedded in the discourse system to be
brought f'orward for fresh questioning. For example,
studiEs of the dominance of English language use in
international journal publication in a number of fields
(Baldauf 1986, Baldauf and Jernudd 1983) reveal
barriers to the development of international science
and intercultural social science. Such studies provide
the tools for rethinking the future of the disciplinary
discourses in light of new goals, new assumptions,
and new disciplinarY structures.

For each individual writer within a disciplinary
context. a rhetorical understanding of the relevant
discourse field can promote a clearer appreciation.of
the rhetorical problem he or she is addressing, the
rhetorical resources available, and the goals appro-
priate to the discourse. An understanding of. the
conventions of writing in the field that reveals them
as more than arbitrary will allow for their more
effective use, as well as flexibility in response to new
circumstances and goals which call for rhetorical
innovation.

For teachers of writing as well as teachers of disci-
plines, an understanding of the system of discourse
into which the student is being socialized wiil help
effective initiation into the use of language within

by the sense that important issues and conflicting
assumptions have simply been submerged, -rallr.er

c6nfronted and resoived (McCIoskey i986). The
erlvins ouestion is whether the work of the field
ud6s a?dressing these issues, or whether it con-
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